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Dr. Giovani Costigan, a noted liberal sp,e aker from the University of

Eastern Washington State College

Washington, will present a convocation Thursday at 10:40 a. m. in Showalter auditorium.

'Carousel' O·pens April 29 with Casi of 74
Premiere performance of
"Carousel," the biggest campus
production in the history of
Eastern, is slated for April 29.
Including a cast of 74, the
show will be the first combined effort of the Creative
Arts division, utilizing talent
from the departments of music,
drama and art.
The musical will run April
29 through May 1 in Showalter auditorium and will be presented at .Shadle Park high
school in Spokane May 3, 4.
Advanced ticket sales will
begin April 23 and continue
thl"ough May 1. Tickets will be
available in the Student Union
lobby and can be purchased
for 50 cents plus ASB card.
General admission is $2 and
the reserved section, $:t
The cast was chosen mainly
from the music department,
but leads were determin-ed according to ability. The cast includes:
Carrie Pipperidge, Gloria
Schlenker; Julie Jordan, Jeanne Ninneman; Mrs. Mullen, RaNae Top; Billy Bigelow, Ron
Jones; 1st policeman, Bill
Stockham; David Bascombe,
Cary Van Horn; Nettie Fowler, Karen Richardson; Enoch
Shnow, Barron Tilton; Jigger
Crnigin, Lynn Gurely; Arminy,
Judy Barton; 2nd policeman,
Roger Graham; Captain, Mike
Stroud; Heavenly Friend, Fred

Erickson; Storekeeper, Walt
'l'ibert; Louise, Sylvia Manzo;
Enoch Snow, Jr., Dan Hanrahan; Principal, Dale Skoglund;
and Doctor Seldon, Walt Tibert.
Dancers are: Myrna Leichner, Gerry Grant, Shirley Ostboe, Roberta Laff, Gina Blundell, Joyce Allen, and Gloria
Rogers.
Orchestra includes: Donna
'Wigen, Florence Steen, Ray
l\r~bs, Carol Dobbins, Arthur
Biehl, W. Exline, Nancy Parkhill, Wenda Kanzler, Charles
LaBounty, Terry Turner, Dick
Askew, Art Tackett, Gerald
Robinson.
Sherry Adams is accompanist.
Members of the chorus are:
Rozanna Koester, Judy Hower,
Nancy Luther, Linda Gow, Raylene Williams, Dona Rosenbarger, Padge Andrus, Kathy Mayer, Paula Treadwell, Dottie
Ridgway, Janis Lamphere, Joan
Blummert, Georgia Williams,
Bonnie Viehmann, Diane Buswell, Sharon Renggli, Elizabeth
Glick, Carolyn Corsmo.
Mel Hendrickson, Dale Skoglund, Larry Snyder, Ron Shoemaker, Larry '-Dickey, Larry
Morley, Ron White, Aaron McLaughlin, Roger Graham, Bill
Stockham, Art Tackett, Jerry
Kaufman, Mike Stiroud, Frank
e Miero, Don Manson, Hobert
Breigh, and Chuck Willman.

158 New Students
Enroll For Quct rter
One hundred fifty-eight new
students are enrolled at Eastern this quarter, Kenneth Kennedy, admissions director, reported last week.

Conduct Code Approved
At Controversial AS Meet

Thursday night was a long ordeal for A. S. Council as the
16-member body waded through one of the longest pieces 0f
legislation this year. The new Associated Studentc; Judicial
Kennedy said that there code finally gained acceptance after more than three hours
were a few more admissions r,f processing.
The Judicial code, which
than usual, primarily because
A document of some 16 pagJobs are hard to get this quar- will guide all student judicial
ter.
action, was drawn up largely es, the code outlines the "i?iThe final tally was 74 trans- by Jerry Stanley, executive fractions, procedures and punfers, 33 special students and 51 vice president of the Associat- ishments, as well as students'
new freshmen. The total en- ed students. The code will con- rights for all campus iudicial
rolled was 2230. Winter quar- trol all action taken by the matters.
ter listed 23'33 students, with Campus council and the JudiControversy Arises
cial board.
fall enrollment figures 2462.
Each article and section of
f he code was read to council
be:fore it could be approved.
From t ime to time, during the
three hour reading, amend•
ments were proposed and voted upon.
Several instances provQked
heated discussions both from
"Political Issues of 1962" will be the topic of discussions at the voting members and t he
the AMS Political forum this year scheduled for April 25.
visitors present . Possibly t he
Opening the all-day forum at 9:40 a. m. in the fieldhouse are most controversial topic w.as
Senator Roman Hruska, a Nebraska Republican, and Senator that of whether or not manual
Lee Metcalf, a Montana Democrat.
labor could be issued as punAlso on the program will be Dr. Homer Cunningham from jshment for infractions of t he
Whitworth college, who will speak on the "Future of Political code. After volleys- of approval and disapproval had been
Science."
Concluding the political day will be a panel discussion mod- exchanged for mor e than 15
erated by Rev. Richard Twohy, S. J. Members of the panel will minutes the issue was defeated.
be Senator Metcalf, Senator Hruska, two student leaders repPoliceman Needed
resenting both parties, and both fiarty chairmen- Leonara
Also discussed during the
Salladay, Republican, and Jack De n, Democrat.
prolonged council session waii
.....
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Hruska, Metcalf To Lead
'Issues of '26' Discussion
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'CLOSE-UPS,' SLAVE AUJTIO~ FEATURES
OF WEEK-LONG CAMPUS CHEST DRIVE

forcement on campus.

Since t he removal of Eastern 's campus policeman earlier
i n the year, many complaints
have been r egistered concerning st udent disturbances . One
of the loudest complaints came
fr om students who were opposed to t he "loud pipes" of several campus drivers. Larry Lit'"
tie ment ioned that Washingt on State university had put a
ban on such irritatin~ deVtices.
Charles Sor d0,rf and Shar on
Perkins wer e assigned to write
a letter to the City of Cheney
expressing the existing law en~
forcement problems.

Campus Chest got into full swing Sunday night with numerous activities scheduled for the r emainder of the week.
One of the most popular
is semi-formal but no admisevents of the seven day f und sion will be charged and free
drive is the "close-up" contest flowers will be given to those
now posted in the Student Un- attending.
The anniversary dance will
ion. Eastern's males have an
feature
the music of Claude
o~portunity to enrich theiT
and
his · orchestra. The
Mhyre
pocket books by matching the
assets of 14 bathing-suit-clad event is sponsored by the A &
R Committee and " punch and
co-eds.
r· ~
r goodies" will be served.
Officers' Sataries Upped
Wednesday night will feaSunday night, students will
A. S. off icers voted for. a
. tu"f'e some of the ·o ld time
top off the. week-long festivi- pay boosl in grants and aids
movie greats in Showalter au- ties with t he "Campus Chest given to the five P4id student
ditourium. Seven p. m. will see .s.how." Among other noted . officials.
students viewing "When Com- performers in t he all-profesAssociated Student offices
edy Was King11 with Charley sional show will be comedy of vice president,. activities vice
Chaplin and other silent film team "Wick and Brand." The preside nt, seer etary and treasnotabl'e s.
show will be followed by a urer wer e pr eviously granted
"meet
your entertainers" re- the price of dormitory expensSavage vocalists will gather
ception.
es plus fees, which amounted
on Gary Hall's lawn on Thurst o $252. The A. S. President
day at 6 p. m. for "Campus
was
paid $277 for the academic
Sing." Song sheets will be pass- EWSC Students Get
year.
With t he recent raise in
ed out to participants and guiSecond
Chance
t
uit
ion
at Eastern, the prevtar music will provide the
iously-set salaries were insufBeginning earl'y packing for a trip to California and an IAWS background for a festive even- To Dance
ficient.
Convention in Berkeley are Jeanell Halvorson, Marie Houston, ing.
Recreation facilities in the
Council voted and approved
Susan Kell'er, and Lynda Paulson. The four women students
Friday
at
3:30
p.
m.,
the
Student
Union
which
were
a
new policy which will prowill attend the gathering April 15 through 18.
"S lave Auction" will barte r closed last quarter due to van- vide the five officers with the
campus officials to the high- dalism will be re-opened soon. additional expenses.
est bidders for work on SaturA juke box and coke maFew On Hand
dlfy. Bob Bruya, ge nera l c hair- chine were installed in one of
man, announced that no work the rooms of the Union last
Considering the importance
can be done in the dorms, but quarter in an effort · to give of the Judicial code and its
11
slaves" will' be available f or students a place to dance dur- p3ssage, speaking privileges
car washing, laundry work and ing the day.
were extended to all students
othe r such jobs.
After only a short time in who attended the meeting.
Eastern will have four women representatives at t he Interthe machines were Aside from the voting council
Friday night is Alfred Hitch- operation,
collegiate Associated Women Students West ern Regional condamaged
and
the room was members, only eight students
cock night with the movie closed.
vention held April 15 through 18.
were interested enough to at''North by Northwest" being
Union
board
is
and expl'ess their views.
The
Student
The campus of the Univer sity of California at Berkeley will shown in Showalter at 7 p. m. going to give the students of tend
One
of the final protions of
The movie will be followed by Eastern another chance. As the code
be the scene of the three-day gathering:
gain counci I apa mixer in Martin hall. The long as the people using the proval wastothe
proposed oath
Representing EWSC will be Jeanell Halverson, Marie Hou ston, mixer is open to students from
facilities
do
not
treat
them
taken
by
air
persons
Susan Keller, and Lynda Paulson.
Gonzaga, Whitworth and Holy with disrespect, the recreation in campus hearings. testifying
Names. This gesture is part of
A good deal of discussion
Keynote speaker will be Dr . Edward Teller, noted p hysi- an inter-school relations cam- room will remain open. To insure
that
the
room
is
taken
arose
over the insertion or decist. Mrs. Alice K. Leopold, prominent former member of t he paign sponsor ed by the Tricare
of,
a
special
committee
letion
of the word "God" at
U. S. Labor Bureau, will be t he featured speaker.
school Relations committee.
has been assigned to study the the end of the oath. Arguments
Highlighting the "Challenges of the Sixties and Seventies,"
The an nual lsl'e-land ball will project. This committee will for and against were brought
t his year's theme for the convention, will be chancellor's re- be held on Saturday n ight in decide whether or not such to a peak with the voting.God lost.
the Student Union. The dance a privilege is appreciated.
ception and a gala "brown-bag" luncheon in San Francisco.

Four EWS,C Wome n Ready
For IAWS Regional Meet --
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For Lack of an Ambulance • •
By Gymme Williams
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Bob Stevens

After six months of classes, the first signs of spring tend to
stimulate a feeling of restlessness or. discontent in many students. Finances are beginning to dwindle and thoughts of owning
a later model car or a new sports jacket become quite appealing.
Occasionally the wonder-struck school boy meets one of his
old high' school friends who never went to college or possibly
dropped out after one ~r two years. The friend, who is reasonably
bright and possesses a pleasing personality, has managed to gain
for himself a fairly good job as a salesman. The friend is driving that late model car (on time of course) and continually appears dressed in the latest fashions.
All of these things only add to the distressed condition of our
studious classmate. He begins to wonder whether or not the four
years of semi-poverty and personal deprivation are worth the
effort. He recalls the old phrase, "They won't even look at you
without a degr~e," but turns to his friend and suddenly wonders.
"If he can do it, wby can't I."
Before we leap to any disastrous conclusions, let's take a more
critical look at our friend who seems to be doing so well without
the old sheepskin. At the time when he should ,have been going
on to school to achieve a higher level of maturity, he was out
chasing financial rainbows. Now he has probably acquired a
wife and family. He is ambitious and works hard and his present condition seems to be that of prosperity. That's fine for now,
but how much better can it get? Is his upward climb tiard_
security going to continue at its present rate or will he find himself faced with a dead end in a few years,
Although at first glance our successful friend seems . be
walking down gold-plated halls, things may not be quite so
bright. His outward expressio.n is one of optimism, but how does
he feel inside? He is young, energetic and anxious to get ahead,
but his personality and his character lack the tempering of a
broadened view 6f life such' as that offered in college society.
Under that shell of optimism are problems which may range
from the domestic to the philosophical. But where does he turn
for the answers? In his struggle to gain success and to provide
for his family, he sheds his fears and disillusionment for a pair
of rose-colored binoculars. "If I just work hard, success is the
most important thing."
Unfortunately, things for our friend may not always be "all
right". Like any machine with weak parts or an insufficient fuel
supply, someday he will run out. He will be limited by a void
in his personal makeup whic~ can only be filled by those very
short four years which are now behind rum. Now the new car is
old and run down and that sharp jacket is starting to show the
wear, and he is beginning to lecture his own children on the
value of getting sufficient education.

What happens when a student becomes ill on campus and
needs to be taken to a hospital?
Violently ill with abdominal pains, an LA coed was carried to
the campus infirmary last week just after 10 p. m.
The student's family physician in Spokane was notified
at the student's 'request. Because the student had a medical history indicating an appendicitis attack, the doctor instructed the campus nurse to
have the student taken to Sacred Heart hppsital emergency
in Spokane.

The campus nurse then asked the student how she was going to get into Spokane. "Transportation to a hospital in an
emergency like this is not covered in your school fees," she
said.
Two coeds offered to drive
the girl to Spokane, but college rules do not allow this.
The only other alternatives
were for the girl to pay $30
for an ambulance or to have a
relative drive out from Spokane and take her to the hospital. The latter was finally
decided upon and girl eventually got to hospital emergency room-three and one-half
hours after she was carried into the college infirmary!
But how many students have
relatives in Spokane who can
take. them to the hospital in an
emergency? Or afford to pay
$30 for an ambulance?

Let us examine the situation
in some detail.
First of all, the college does
not have any provision for taking a student to the hospital.
But the -1961-62 EWSC Bulletin states on page 36: ·
"In case of an illness requiring hospitalization the student
is usually taken to one of the
Spokane hospitals. . .11 The Bulletin does not state how this is
to be accomplished. In fact,
there is no coll'ege policy whatever defining HOW an ill student will be transported to a
Spokane hospital.

After a doctor has specified
that the ill student be taken
t0 a hospital, the responsibility
for the student's transportation
seems to be left up to the ill
student, his ·friends and/ or the
infirmary staff. Why should
any individual, whether student or staff, be placed in a situation where a seriously ill
person might possibly die in
his vehicle on the way .to Spokane and, as a cohsequence,
risk a lawsuit for his act of
charity?
Last week was not the first
time a student requiring emer~cncy hospital treatment in
Spokane w~s left to his own
resources to find transp~rta-

EWS Sends Delegates

To Model tJN
By Mike Lehan

Close to 1000 students from
west coast colleges will meet
in San Diego today for a fourday Model United Nations
meeting. Eastern's delegation,
tion. Fall quarter a student which will represent Finland,
took a strong poison by mis- will draw up actual 'resolutake. It could have proved fa- tions' t6 be voted on in the
tal. After a doctor's examina- 'General Assembly.'
tion in the infirmary, arrangeThe Model UN will try to
ments were made at St. Luke's find possible realistic solutions
,hospital in Spokane. Fortun- to world problems. Any resoluately, the student was able to tions passed by the 'General
find a campus friend with a Assembly' are forwarded to
car who could take her to the New York for consideration at
hospital.
the United Nations.
Our college heal'th service is
Among the Spokane students
a good thing, ·but only as far attending the convention are
as it goes. Each student pays Vjncent D. Aguirre, delegate
$3.50 per quarter for this as chairman; Bette D. Hollenpart of his tuition. Well over back, and Roger Kramer.
2200 students · are enrolled
Other students attending
here each quarter. This adds -will be Sharon E. Aguirre,
up to a lot of money in three Lawson A. Elliott Jr., Jeanell
quarters. Surely a portion of Halverson, Carol J. Moore, Lynthis money could be used to da C. Paulson, Giampier6 Pefurnish adequate transporta- celli, Jerrold H. Sutton, Janet
tion and care to the nearest K. Walter, and Joseph F. Webhospital in an emergency.
er.
According to the Bulletin
The delegation will first
the $3.50 fee entitles a student meet in the preliminary of the
to two doctor calls for each General Assembly. They will
illness, either at the doctor's then break up and meet with
office or the infirmary, two their respective council leadprescriptions for each illness, ers and discuss their topic.
and one diagnostic call. This Each representative country
fee pays for the three nurses, will be voting and carrying out
the upkeep of the infirmary, political action for his govand the health insurance. This ernment. Possible world soluis indeed a bargain, but could- tions, realistically drawn up,
n't it also include transporta- will help the students undertion the 16 miles to Spokane in stand how United Nations prothe few emergency cases re- cedure is carried out.
quiring it each year'?

Some arrangement should
be made so that a student requi ring emergency aid would
be assured of transportation
and care en ·route to a hospital.

Do we need a
prove .the point?

fatality to

NOTICE:
DR.
GIOVANI
COSTIGAN IS SCHEDULED
TO SPEAK AT 8:40 A. M.
THURSDAY. (NOT AT 10:40,
AS ANNOUNCED ON PAGE
1).

------------------------

.. , Sounding Board
DEAR EDITOR:
For the first time in the history of man, the possibility of
co.mpJete,- , annbilafioil is a cold
fa~t!J1,U1~mio· nuclear holocaust
is.p9k_)mlf .an accepted reality,
bu~ ,l?Y .the ,-m~re acceptance of
has channeled
this ·fate,
his oy.,n ~estihy.
.
Ea~p--. of-u'.s 'is subconsciously
aware of the ever present in-'
tercontinental end. Young
adul(s tak~ ·it; for granted. Our
senior cttizens have come to accept tJ;lis new standard of limited lifetime with uneasy awareness. Children think in megaton relations to the future. ,
This young race known as
man has reached its suicidal

map.

stage jp. it.s long . uphill climb.
We have reached .'a cross-roads
in ,. our .tjme and development.
There aref:two choices, utilizing
the technology and strength of
the atom for the betterment of
this race called man, or push a
button and burn his image
from the face of the earth.
Man by n'ature pushes himself to gain security, to hold
the inner vision of "Oh no, it
could never happen to me."
• Think of these words the
next time you hear an air raid
siren drill; "It is done . . .
there will be no tomorrow."
Food for thought.
D. K. Egbers
607 C Street
Cheney

- -------------------------

Let's Raise The D·ead
BY BOB STEVENS
I

Rise up and praise your leaders, students. Dead week
may soon be abolished.
Action taken at Thursday night's A. S. Council meeting
should gladden the hearts of many campus funsters. If a
recommendation made to the administration by council is acted
upon, the week preceding finals, which has previously been
void of activities, will now be open for such things as dances
and movies on Friday and Saturday nights.
Quite contrary to what it would first appe·a r to be, the, proposed amendment in school policy is not patterned to give students more to do, but rather is set to make them satisfied
with less.
In t he past, Dead week has turned from seven days of contemplation and reflection to a week of the wildest off-campus
partying of the quarter. Since nothing is provided in the way
of on-campus enjoyment, bor~d individuals turn to the more
suburban haunts for their merriment. Under the old system,
only a small number of students manage any serious studying arid those few are · constantly harrassed by the outside
activity carried on by freer spirits.
In an effort to curb the' more imaginative and sometimes
more destructive pastimes, council voted to recommend organized functions for the Friday and Saturday of Dead week. It
is now up to the dean's office to make the final decision.
Student officials ,hope that the on-campus functions will
attract those who are in favor of playing rather than studying,
without distracting the more serious minded students.
As yet, no predictions can be voiced as to the results of this
paradox in policy, but it should be interesting to note the rise
or decline in activity during the old "stagnant seven."
PAGE TWO

. $30 l>LEASE?
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THE OPTIMIST

Winter .Sports
Banqnef Announced

· By Walt Hartman .

Eastern's potentially powerful baseball team opened the 1962.
The Winter Sports Ba?quet , season of Evergreen conference play with a thrilling 4-3 win in
for thel96l- 62 season will be extra innings over Central Washington, but was tripped up in.
held April 18, in the Bali the second game 4-2 in the doubleheader played on the Cheney
·
lounge of the Student Union. field last Saturday afternoon.
All participants in basketball,
Doug Morgan, who pitched brilliantly for 3 1/ 3 innings in the
gymnastics and swimming are
first
game had to retire because of a sore arm after loading ther
to be honored, compliments of
the Scarlet Arrow Men's Hon- bases. Then came the fireman of the Savage mound corp, Jerry~-·
orary Society. The event , is Rush, who promptly retired the next two men on a strikeouti
scheduled to begin at 6:3'0 p. and a poppy. Rush, who finished the game and appeared to be:
m. with the public invited. getting stronger, was credited with the win.
Tickets may be obtained from
Dan Derbawka and Don Kolb proved to be the big sticks for!°
any Scarlet Arrow member according to Richard Ator who is the Savages as Derbawka collected three straight safeties and
in charge of arrangements for Kolb drove in the winning run on a soaring double to right-cen-··
the event.
terfield. When versatility is discussed on the Savage team, Kolb
is the first person that comes to the player's mind. Big Don
started out .l ast year as a pitcher, was switched to rightfield,
then to center, and in last week's game was the starting catcher
and finished the game out at third base making two dazzling_
fielding plays in the latter position. About the only thing he
hasn't done for the team yet is shag balls and stack bats.
J

Space Travel Topic
Of AUSA .Program

Winn•ing the game for the Savages was the job of this EWSC
student in Saturday's game against Central. The Savages won the
first game, but shared the honors with the Wildc~ts from Central
who won the second' game of the afternoon.
'

'

Savages Divide Pair of Opener·s wiJh CWSC
Eastern opened the Evergreen conference baseball season with a split in a doubleheader against Central Saturday. The Savages won the first
game 4-3 in an extra inning.
Central won the five--inning
second game 4-2.
Eastern tied the opener 3-3
in the seventh inning on an
error and singles by Don Kolb
and Ernie, Smith. In the eighth
Del Duchene singled and
Kolb's double brought him

--

home with the winning run.
,Jerry Rush, in relief of Doug
Morgan, ~as the winning pitcher for the Savages.
A walk, an error, and two
singles produced· two fourth
inning runs for Central that
won the nightcap.

"Space Travel in the Solar
System" will be the subject of
a speech by Col. James E. Harper at the Tuesday meeting of
the Evergreen company of the
AUSA.
Col. Harper is now a member of the faculty of the Industrial College of the Armed
Forces in Washington, D. C.,
and is a graduate of the Massachusettes Institute of Technology. Currently he is specializing in astrophysics and astronomy and has published sev- /
eral technical reports.
Col. Harper's speech will be
based upon his studies of research done by various government agencies and private concerns on the subject of space
travel in the solar system and
the problems encountered.
I

•

The "Mr. Hustler" on this year's team is little Del DuChene,
Savage second baseman. Last week in Walla Walla Del was
spiked trying to block second base, and it required 12 stitches
to close the gap. Back again this week, Del executed five fielding
gems and got on base three times in his leadoff position.
Next Friday the Savages play the University of Idaho in a
non-conference tilt on the Cheney High School field.
Eastern's track t~am opens its 1962 season next Saturday
against Western Washington at Cheney. The field events are
expected to begin at 1:30 p. m.

·Jewelry Sale
50% to 90% ·O ff

I

CHENEY DRUG

•

T,he public is invited to at-

Warren M. Westerman

410 Fint St.

tend this presentation at the
Bali lounge at 6: 15 p. m.

-

l

·•

(u,laere 11o~ll llml the

~

nicest way, to get away!)

You won't find a vacation~hteningvariety like this any-

EWSC FROSH
SCORES BULLSEYE
The Annual Championship
Rifle match of the Infand Empire Rifle conference was held
March 31 at the University of
Idaho.
High individual was Eastern
Washington's freshman shooter Doug Redfield, who posted
a 287 score out of 300 possible
points, leading a field of 56
competitors.
There were seven teams
competing from WSU, ·University .of Idaho, Gonzaga, and
EWSC.
.
Team results were WSU
Army, first place; University ,
of Idaho Army, second place;
University of Idaho Navy and
EWSC were tied for third place
with University of Idaho Navy
being declared third place winner by the tie-breaking rules.

I

where else. And now that spring
has sprung, the buys are just as
t.em_pting as the weather. Your
· _choice of 11 new-size Chevy II

models. Fourteen spacious,

··no»
SUNDAYS
AT DR CHEVROLET DEAlERI

NEW BEL AIR ,-DOOR ST'"TION w·•ot>N

spirited Jet-smooth Chevrolets.
A
A
And a nifty, nimble crew of Jet-smoothie that rides just right, 1oaded or lioMrear-engine Corvairs. Three with 97.5-cu~-Jt. cargo cavi and FuU Coil ~
complete lines of cars-and we
'
mean complete-to cover. just ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
about ·any kind of going •you
~uld have in mind. And all '
under one roof, too! You just
won't find better pickings in size,
sizzle and savings anywhere
under the sun. And you couldn't
pick a better time than nowduringyour Chevrolet deal~r's Fun

and Sun Days.

mtllPa
11111111111!1

CORVAIR MONZA 4-DOOR SEDAN

From snappy interiors to sure-footed scat, this one',
got the gift of making sport of most any trip.

,

' TWO WINS
NETS
TENNIS TEAM
Eastern opened the 1962
tennis season with two victories last weekend. The Savages
beat Montana State College 5-4
and Montana State University
6-3.

Against MSC Eastern split ·
the singles and won two of
three of the doubles matches
for the win.
Mickey Soss, Charles Hiatt,
and Roger Kromer took singles victories for the Savages.
Soss and Kromer took one of
the doubles victories for Eastern, while Bob Adams and
Rich Jackson took the other.
In the MSU match, Soss, Kromer, and Adams scored singles
wins for Eastern. The winning
doubles teams for the Savages
were Soss and Kromer, Hiatt
and Vradenburg, and Adams
and Jackson.
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NEW CHEVY II NOVA STATION WAGON
I Here's a, wagon that sells at a compact
price, 11et to~s in a, big way with a longer

load· jtoor tkan any compact-over 9 Jt.

with ~econ<l
seat cind tailgate clown.
I

See t~ ~ Ckwr~lfl, CW !I.and Corvair qJ f/gj!! Pkeur'1~ ~••s ~§.t_pp -~hopping Cenf.ff'.,
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COED INVENTS
METRECAL SOUP
Prospective housewives can
take heed from one Eastern
coed concerning the preparation of food. During lunch making procedures, a minor acci, dent produced the country's
first "sli~ soup."
The before mentioned girl
was practicing her cooking talents on two of Eastern's hungry male students. Cream of
tomato soup was decided upon
as the main course, so our culinary master went to work.
All went fine until time for
the addition of nature's most
nearly perfect food. By mistake, a milk bottle containing
vanilla-flavored Metrecal was
emptied into the mixture. Alas,
it was slim eating for our two
friends and an embarrassing
situation indeed for "Betty
Crocker.''

By Egbers

Twenty-five Inland Empire
artists will be shown at the
Cheney Cowles museum in
Spokane durihg the month of
July and August. Three members of the EWSC Fine Arts
staff will be included: Robert
Hanrahan, Karl Morrison and
Opal Fleckenstein. This show
was planned to represent the
artists of this area while Cen·
tury 21 is in progress in Seattle.
Starting April 23 in the Social room at Showalter Hall
there will be a showing of the
paintings and drawings by
Paul Lewis and Roger Riggs,
Senior Art majors. Tuesday
evening at 8 p. m. there will be
a reception for students, faculty and friends. Refreshments
will be served.
The annual scholarship competition sponsored by the Society of Illustrators is now in
progress. The New York group
is offering $950 in prizes this

SU.MM,ER .JOBS
in EU,ROPE
1

THE

WAY TO
'LIVE' EUROPE

'NEW'

SEE

&
Specializing in
'European Safaris'

Joyce Haney, Top Coed of Winter Quarter
By Gymme Williams

Sopohomore coed of the
quarter is Joyce Haney of
Louise Anderson hall. Gradu·ated from Oroville High School
in 1957, Joyce worked for a
local business before coming to
E\1/SC.
· Majoring in natural sciences

'1VEDNESDAY, APRIL 11
8 ~ • m.-4 p. m.-Rummage

Sale, American Legion Building.
10:30 a. m.-Senior dass·.
meeting, Bali
3:30 p .. m.··. Ellen H. Richards club). ---S howalter 110
4:30 p_.: m.-Songlead_
e r tryouts, Bali
.
5:30 p. m.- IK meeting, Capri
7 p. rn.-Old time movies,
.Bali
7:30 p·. m.-Blue Key, Faculty lounge.
7:30 p. m.-Young Democrats, Capri

For Summer Jobs Or Tours Write:
American Student Information Service

and elementary education, she
is preparing for a career teaching the third grade.

22, Avenue de la Libe1·te ,

Luxembourg-City,
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg

For hobbies Joyce is interested in everything and active in
sports and activities. Her favorite is swimming and when
the warmer weather comes she
dons a suit and heads for the
closest pool or beach. She is
an excellent swimmer.

flowers

AWS bases its . selection
not only on service, college interest, enthusiasm and participation, but on scholastic standing.

fresh and beautiful
as Spring

Joyce was in various ~lubs
as a freshman. This year~ she
js a Spur, on the LA Hall oun•
cil and standards board.

Cheney, Wash.

•

COPftlOHT

(§} 1951, THE COCA-CO

._

year. All those interested
should contact the Fine Arts
department or write to the Art
Editor, Easterner.
The Eastern Washington
State Historical society is also
in the contest game this season. The Historical society is
offering $150 for the design of
a panel, plaque or roadside
marker representative of Inland Empire history, government, or resources.
The extension course in Interior Design instructed by
Opal Fleckenstein came to a
close . Monday night, with an
open house party held at her
home in Spokane.
A must for the art student
planning to catch the World's
Fair this summer is the Fine
Arts exhibit. Seventy-two ·masterpieces will be shown. The
origiijals will include such
well-known artists as Paul
Klee, El Greco, Monet, Rubens
and Pic~sso.
'
Those interested in ,an art
seminar for the home· should
contact Mr. Morrison or w~ite
to the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York, New York. The
seminar is designed on the history of applied art and the cost
is well within the means of the
student.

.

A .WHISTLE - . A WINK - AND
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THURSDAY, APRIL 12

9:40 a. m.-Dr. Giavani Costigan, Bali.
10:40 a. m. -General seminar, Capri
11:40 a. m.-CCF commuter
luncheon, Capri
4:30 p. m.- Songleader tryouts, Bali
6 p. m.- Campus sing, (the
weather permitting the sing
wjll be on Garry hall lawn),
Bali
6 p. m.-CCF, Capri
6:30 p. m.-AS meeting, Tahiti
FRIDAY, APRIL 13

Noon Movie, Bali
3:30 p. m.-Slave Auction,
Bali
Tennis at WWSC
Baseball, University of Idaho and EWSC, here
7 p. m.- Movie, Showalter
auditorium, and mixer, Martin
h 2ll
SATURDAY, APRIL 14

Tennis, PLU and EWSC,
there
Track, WWSC and EWSC,
here
9 p. m.- Isle-land Ball, Bali

....,:;:;,;-

WILDROOT.
IT GETS HER
EVERY TIME!
'•'

I "
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SUNDAY, APRIL 15

3:40 p. m.- Faculty council,
Faculty lounge
6 p. m.-AWS council, Tahiti
6: 15 p. m.-AUSA, Bali
6:30 p. m.-AS treasurer,
Faculty lounge
7 p. m.- Fraternity group,
Tahiti
7:30 p. m.- Gallery of Slides,
Bali
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BETWEEN CLASSES ...

get that refreshing new feeling
with Coke!
Bottled under autharlty of

The Coca.COia Compa11r t:

Pac',ific Coca eoJa Bottling Co., Spolc~ne.., Wash~.. _

;J:ME. EASTERNER

quick-dissolving tube formula works faster and
cleaner than ever.
non-greasy tube formula actually disappears in
your hair, leaves no white residue on your comb.
long-lasting tube formula k:eeps your hail"in place.
Maybe your girl will rnuss up your hair, but not
much else will. Give new tube-formula Wildroot
· a try. You'll like it!
01952, coLoATE-PALMoL,vE coMPANv
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Easterner Teaches.
In Mexi<o, Share·s
Beans and TortHlas
I

Student teaching in Mexico
was described by an EWSC student as one of the most stimulating experiences of his life.
Roger Anderson, a senior
language major at Eastern, did
hil? student teaching in Hermosillo,, Mexico, last quarter. He
lived with a typical Mexican
family and participated in the
daily life of the community.
Roger taught in a secondary
school and also attended classes at the University of Sonora.
He said that the quarter in
Mexico costs about the same as
a quarter in residence at Eastern. His expenses averaged
about $60 a month, including
board, room and laundry.

CH1C

I

Girls! Spring has finally
sprung. (For the time being
anyway.) Now is the time when
your skin needs extra special
care.
Ory Skin:

How To Keep It Dewy

Host of you with dry skin
have such minor, occasional
problems that your complexion gets only minor occasional
pamepring. When your skin
becomes too dry and make-up
gets flakey you use a night
cream or moisturizer, but it's
a sometime thing. Not a nightly routine. Keeping your skin
pretty means preventing dryness before it happens. If you
usually wash your face with
whatever you happen to find
in the soap dish, this means
switching to a cleansing cream
By San Dee
or lotion or a special complexion soap made for dry skin.
Eye cre·am at bedtime gives added protection ta your most
sensitive skin area. Jl;veryday makeup should include only the
creamiest -lipsticks and cream or liquid base. Add a light film
of lotion under base. To keep your lips moist use a lanolin
lipstick.

Roger said that occasionally
he was mistaken for a Mexican
in -his use ·of Spanish, a compliment he attributes to the excellent preparation given him by
the EWSC foreign language
department. .

warm water. This not only removes blackheads, but helps keep
skin free of bacteria, preventing an outbreak of pimles caused
when blocked pores become infected. If your skin is already
blemished, a medicated soap after treatment, and make-up is
most effective. Perhaps your forehead has continual outbreaks;
then your shampoo is the problem th~re. Keep your -h air freshly
washed and brushed. Have you ever stopped to consider that
maybe your skin problem is caused by improper rest or diet
(plenty of fruits, vegetables and meats).
, If you fallow these directions carefully-the next step is a
lot of SUN aIJ.d exercise. And believe me girls, this isn't hard ·
to do when SPRING llAS SPRUNG!

Oily Skin: How To Control The Shine

For what it is worth to you, you are the girl voted by beauty
experts as most likely to retain the glow of youth fong after
girls with other skin types have begun to .bemoan those first
tiny lines. ~mall consolation perhaps at the moment, but a
glistening face and streaked and orangey make-up are here-andnow problems that can be corrected-here, and now. Start with
There were 14 members in a thorough cleansing, several times a day. Use soap and water
the family Roger lived with. and suds your face very gently, using an upward motion, beiJlg
He says they went about very careful to rinse all the soap away. Splash on ari astrigent
their routine daily l'ife, treat- or undiluted witch hazel afterward to help check excessive oiliing him as a regular member ness and keep make-up fresh and dry. Use a cake make-up as
of the family.
it tends to keep the skin free from excessive oils. Once a week
They were served beans at wash your face with a course cleansing grain (which · can i be
every meal, breakfast includ- obtained at any local drug store). This helps to tighten the
ed, and tortillas took the place skin and close the pores.
of bread. Though not much of
Blemishes: Causes, Cures and Cover-ups
a bean fan before going to
First problem: blackheads. Please no squeezing. The best
Mexico, Roger said he came treatment is to wash face often and thoroughly with soap and
back with quite a taste for
them.
His quarter in Mexico was
arranged for him by Dr.
George Kabat, dean of instruction at Eastern.

Visit Our Millinery Department
Be triumphant this spring with the new
"hattier" hat. Hats this spring are towering, textured, high rolling, wonderfully
fl·a ttering to you and your spring outfit.
Visit" our Millinery Department 2nd floor
and see f<?r yourself what we mean when
we s,ay nhats are hattier for spring."

Mi111inery Department 2nd Floor

I

•

I

Roger said that he was given
insight into Mexican life and
c•Jlture that the tourist could
not hope to get.
" It is difficult for the tourist to gain a real understanding of the Mexican people, because most of their contact is
at a purely commercial level,"
Roger said. "The camera is one
of the biggest obstacles bet ween the Americans and the
Mexicans because the Mexicans
do not alway approve of the
subjects photographed by the
tourists."

Roger said that his work in
Mexico was interesting, because he lived as an aver•
age Mexican, and it was at this
level that the people had to
accept him.

Roger said that he was probably most impressed with the
great national and personal
prjde felt by the Mexican
people. He said that the Mexicans have great respect for
Americans, but have difficulty
in understanding them, primarily because most of the Amer- ·
i<.:uns they see are touristswell dressed, driving big cars
and carrying cameras. .
"That was the nice thing
about my experience," Roger
said. "I went there on a bus,
with little money, and lived
and worked with them on a
very personal basis."

Statue Of Liberty
'Harbor Light' Theme
Bali lounge will be transformed into Liberty Island Saturday evening when the activities and recreation committee
sponsors "Harbor Lights," this .
year's edition of the Isle-land
ball.
The free dance is semiformal and will begin at 9
p. m.

Members of the .A and R
committee will present free
cdrsages to all the women present for the evening.
Amid the Statue of Liberty
and her surroundings, the
Claude Myhre band will provide the music.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11, 1962
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ffl refreshes your taste

-"~-softens''every puff
. /AA.e, a.pef...

-zfs ~rUfg~./

A refreshing discovery is yours
every t ime you smoke a Sale1n cigarette ... for Salem refreshes your taste just as
Springti1ne refreshes you. Most r freshing, n1ost flavorful, too ... that's Sal m!

• menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too
Created by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
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Greed Queen Of Seattle Fair
By Don R. Baumgart
(Exclusive to the Easterner
from its World's Fair correspondent)
On April 21, precisely at
noon, a representative of the
President will open the gates
and the second visitor will enter the Seattle ,vorld's Fair.
The fair's first visitor has al1·eady arrived.
That visitor is greed.

customers that parking will
soon be on a strictly day-today basis--at increased rates.
One Seattle man who works
and parks downtown was informed his parking,. formerly
five dollars a month, would
soon cost $33 a month.
' A city touncil ordinance setting a maximum on towing
charges was ruled invalid by a
superior court judge recently,
wiping out another legal barrier to gouging.

The visitor arrived in Seattle shortly after the city council pased a •special ordinance
allowing apartment owners to
1·ent rooms on a-daily or weekly basis. Normally apartment
owners must rent on a monthly basis as required by city
ordinance. No sooner was the
ordinance passed than the
fair's first visitor hit town.
His luggage was the flury of
eviction notices that hit longtime apartm~nt ten,nts as the
landlords set about cl'earing
their buildings.

Seattle's taxi firms are appealing to the city council' for

a rate increase ... and reports
of fair ticket scalping have
reached fair officials.

Legal attempts to halt rate
increases in services have had
little effect, usually ending in

WHAT
~

However, there is no l'e gal
way the city fathers can prevent apartment owners from
complying with all the specific
requirements of apartment hotel oper;ation and obtaining
licenses to operate on a daily
rental basis. And that is what
is 'happening.

tims of this space age greed. '

At the foot of Queen Anne
hill sprawls the world of tomorrow. The marvels of man's future will be spread in glorious
display. Outside the gates, the
pall of. man's greed hangs over
the loyal Seattleites who watch~
ed the space needle climb skyward like eager children.
Post-Intelligencer columnist
Emmett Watson once wrote
that Seattle is like a woman
who hasn't realized she is beautiful. That beautiful lady has
been assaulted-in an apartment, a parking lot and a taxi.
She emerged from the attack
by the £air's first visitor, somehow not as perfect as she once
was.

It is the permanent res,dents
of Seattle who are the real vie-

6000.THeM
l'LL12AC&'lt>IJ"ID
"fOUA ICl!ecot.

THINla
A80UT,

Seattle's two daily papers
and the city's -television stations leaped into a journalism
crusade which-coupled with
a deluge of telephone calls to
the city councilmen-brought
the swift repeal of the special
ordinance.

repeal, invalidation, or realization that no legal way exists to
halt the price hikes.
To the out-of-town visitors
these increased rates- the litter left by the £air's untidy
first visitor-will have little
meaning. Tourists flocking to
the fair will come expecting to
spend money. The fact that
parking their cars costs half a
dollar more than it would have
a few months ago doesn't really matter. During their few
days at the fair their primary
activity will be spending. They
expect to pay motel rates for
lodgings. In the course of their
swift spending sprees the rate
hikes will not be major stumbling blocks.

NOTICE:
DR. GIOVANI
COSTIGAN IS SCHEDULED
TO SPEAK AT 8:40 A. M.
THURSDAY. (NOT AT 10:40,
AS ANNOUNCED ON PAGE
1).

~RSake
DIAMOND

RINGS

SMIT.H JEWELERS .
40S 1st Street

MN 111 Drive In-

1ME 4000 THiN6S IN
LIFI! ARB FRI!&•

I

Fish - Wich
Root Beer

IHCUJOIH6 'nll!
WOIIOERRJL smmcfA1'

JIJt AUTO
At.~
PARTS

Licorice & Peppermint
Ice Cream

OPEN ON SUNDAYS

· SAVAGE BURGER
MILK SHAKES

l

Not . all the apartment owners who stag d the mass eviction attempt can qualify for
licenses. In some cases the zoning laws are not in 'their favor.
But · in many cases the onceagain legal evictions are being
-<!arried out.
Tenants are faced with moving or paying highly increased
rents based on a daily rate
6tructu.re.
The £air's first visitor has
not confined his pre-fair activities to housing. Many parking lots are notifying monthly

Tareyton
delivers
the flavor..
DVAL

Dames Present
Spring Fashions

I

irAlong Fifth Avenue" was
the theme set by Dames club
women at their anual spring
fashion show in the Louise Anderson lounge:
Fashions from Taylor's, ,h air
styles by Se'lect Coiffure and
·f loral arrangements by Nissen's PaJace of Flowers were
aU part of the spring fashion
prE:view. Entertainment was
provided by Eastern's Boy's
.Q uartet who presented several
numbers from the musical
"Carousel", ~oon to be presented here by the Creative
Arts department.
Eastern's mar ried women
presented a refreshing picture
as they modeled. the latest fashions and hair styles for spring.
Lightweight spring coats in
pastel shades were modeled by
Mrs. Richard Ator, Mrs. Roger
Brown and Mrs. Emory Clark.
Coat styles leaned t oward the
collarless ver sion, accentuated
by large buttons.
Full skirted, small print cottons in various styles and designs were displayed by Mrs.
Robert Colyar, Mrs. Bricker
Cortner and Mrs. William Dick.
Mrs. Robert Edwards, Mrs.
Robert Johnson and Mrs. Ted
Kuykendall pivoted down the
ramp in coordinated cottons of
slacks with matching skirts
and blouses. The ever-popular
pinstripe was a predominant
feature.
A look at the latest in evening wear was given by Mrs.
Matt Madrid, Mrs. Richard
Smithson, and Mrs. David
Straughan.
A highlight of the evening
was the spring wedding, narrated by Mrs. Melvin Hill. The
bride marched down the aisle
in a lace and taffeta floor
length gown, escorted by two
bridesmaids in pink semi-formal dresses.
l'AGE SIX

..,,,.
-~...••',,;"::••
....
:::,

''Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est !"
says turf king Virgilius (Big Wheel) Plutarch. "'fry the
Appian Way to fine tobacco taste-Dual Filter Tareytons,"
says Big Wheel. "From the Alps to the Aqueduct, we smoke
theqi summo cum gaudio. Thy Tareyton, one filter cigarette
that really delivers de gustibus !"

DUAL FILTER

Tarejto.~ l'roJ•d ,f JZ.,,/~ j ' ~ ' : ? -"J'~;, 011r middlt nomt._
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The Inquiring Photographer

PLA(EMENT NOTICES

By Mike and Bun:

Wouldn't it be nice if we students _could devise our own grading system? The Easterner decided it might be interesting to
see just how some students would alter the various systems here
at Eastern. Eight students were picked at r andom and asked
"Would you change the grading system here at Eastern?" Her~
is how they answered:
'
students take tests or do daily work it would
be graded more obiectively. Students are usually graded by name and not by their work/'
"I wou Id change it in one way so that when

"I wouldn't change it. I like the curve. My
biggest complaint is that teachers place too
much emphasis on the knowledge gained
from the course, rather than the grade itself.
But it's not tbe knowfedge that appears on
the transcript, it is the less-stressed grade."
't.

' , . B. ·Poppy
;!;!~;if ......., .. ... ··''<·<
;?'.?~.

"I would change it if it would do me any
good."
•

B. Nixon
, "No. But I think there should be a ralatlonship between departments in the grading
system. I think they should all grade on the
same type of system."

ni, _

"It would depend on the course. i think it
should be left on the ABCD system. Although
percentages of A's should not have to equal
the number of F's and vice versa. I feel that
if a prof has a class of students who are all
doing A work they should get the A and
attendance shoul'd not be used for determi·n·
ing the grade."

c. Ponti

.

. -: :.....M'aj • .McKinney
' Named 'Sponsor
accurate. Of n
t '

.

;1r·
\ii

LunchAtThe

Ice Cold A & W Root Beer
Delicious' Hamburgers
Sea burgers

Maddux Cleaners

I

"As far as I can see it's pretty
They should figure it o_u t so that they could
have a compromise between the point and
curve systems"

~

Representatives from the
Connell, Washington public
schools will be on campus at
9:30 a. m. tomorr ow. Vacancies
are elementary level elementary music, and seventh grade
teacher and coach. At the high
school level there are openings
in English, counselor and classroom teacher combination libr arian, and girls' physical
education.
Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance representative will be
on campus Tuesd~y, April 17
at 9 a. m. to interview candi:
dates interested in employment.
Representatives from the
Moses Lake public schools will
be on campus to interview
teacher candidates on Thursday, April 19, at 9:30 a. m.
Vacancies in all elementary
grades, elementary physical
edu~ation, elementary general
music, elementary remedial
reading and elementary library. Junior high vacancies:
language arts and social stud~cs block, science, math, Spanish and German combination
boys ' counse1or, and special'
reading .
. English, math, library, Spanish, boys' counselor, girls' counselor, girls' physical education
biolody and special reading ar~
available in the high school.
Representatives from the
Quincy, Wash., public schools
will be on campus to interview
teac~er candidates Thursday,
April 19, at 10 a: m: All ·elementary grades are available.
Hjgh school English, and high
school counseling are available. Possible openings are primary music and library combination, third grade, junior
high girls' physical education,
and junior. high language arts,
social studies, speech and journalism.
Anyone interested in making
appointments is asked to contact t he Placement office, Showalter 206.
·

"I think grades are based too much on the
final examinations rather than the work done
throughout the quarter."

,,,
jt?::.

B. Neimieyer

Dr. Lass, Where Are You?

Slaves Go On Block Friday
By Chuck Plumb
"Sold to the girl in the pink
dress for two dollars!"
The girl crossed t he · r oom,
picked up her "Sale" and
headed toward the door. As
she passed, one of her friends
asked:
"What are you going to do
with him?"
"Oh, probably I'll have him
mow my lawn-and I have
scads of homework to do."
At this point, the visitors are
amazed to see that-sure
enough-tlle girl is leading
one of the. leading professors
of the college out of the auction where she "bought" him.
Many are under the mistaken impression that slavery
went out with whiskers and
the Civil War. These people
who live in a society where
the holding of serfs isn't exactly in style anymore can see
that the buying· of slaves at
Eastern's Campus Chest Slave
auction Friday has unlimited
possibilities.
For instance, wouldn't the
buying of Miss Guthrie in the
math department be a boon to
the many struggling students

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11, 1962

of algebra? And I hear that
some enterprising students in
the 7:40 a. m. Sur vey of Civilization class are pooling their
resources to buy Dr.. Nichols.
It seems they ar e going to keep
him busy on those early mor nings so they won't have to get
up so early to make it to class.
Speaki,ng of pooling resources-the word is t hat the men
in Sutton and Hudson halls are
getting together to buy Dixie
CarterI understand that Fulton
Lewis III is going to be present
to put in his bids-well, it
would be nice if he could come.
He could buy Mr. Kidd. If you
can't beat 'em, buy 'em.
And I am not beneath letting myself be sold. I hear
there are several sending in
bids from the P. E. department.
Tom Paddock is going to buy
Chris Chrh;tensan - although
for the life of me, I cannot see
why!
Larry Little is going to buy
Les Raschko. The word is that
Llttle thought Les was a loaf
of bread. Actually, though, I
think that Les is going to buy
Little. His reasons are a little

-l

•

NO WAITING FOR OUR " CLEAN ONLY"

1<uar er

Phyllis McKinney, a major
in. the EWSC Sponsor corps,
has been named Sponsor of t he
Quarter by the group.
Major McKinney was cited
for ,h er work as Drill Commander. Each quarter the members
of the auxiliary recognize one
girl for exceptional work in
behalf of the corps.
Miss McKinney, a graduate
of Walla Walla High School is
a sophomore majoring in social
work. While at Walla Walla,
Phyllis was a flag swinger in
the high school drill team and
a member of Sponsor corps for
two years.
After receiving t his recognition, Major McKinney commented, "I am very surprised,
but very pleased to ·accept this
honor." She added that she
will be ready for their trip to
Wenatchee.
The corps has received an
invitation t o perform at the
Wenatchee Apple Blossom festival May 5. It will represent Eastern in t he pre-parade,
grand parade, and the Saturday night spectacular.
When the Wenatchee f estival
is over, there ·will be still more
work for the small, pert sponsor. She'll once again be giving
tho familiar commands as she
r eadies her cohorts for the
IJlac festival in Spokane.
vague but I ,h ear there is need
for one more pile to be driven
at the new dorm site.
We could go on endlessly on
the advantages of buying faculty members and Associated
student officers. But they have
asked me to make on thing
clear-slaves can only be held .
for six hours Saturday- no
longer.
Last year, a student carrying
a sailor hat and a wash tub
bought Dr. R. N. Lass, English
professor. He hasn't been seen
since.
THE EASTERNER

8 pounds '$ 1.50
ROTC UNI FORMS CL EANED $1.00
All kinds of Tai loring a nd Alterat ions
Use ou r convenient Night -Drop

...
•=f,

SPECIAL

$26,00 Tennis Racket
Only $16.50
Wilson Tennis BaHs $1.75 per can
3-Day Delivery of

Wilson Tennis Shoes
Save20%
The College . Bookstore
1
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.EWSC CHOIR,
MUSIC FACULTY
GO TO PULLMAN

Eastern's Symphonic choir
will provide entertainment for
the state convention of the
Washington State Federated
Music clubs Friday in Pullman.
Other members of the music
department will be featured in
the day's program.
The faculty trio composed
of Marvin Mutchnik, Donald
King Sm1 h, and Arthur Biehl
will perf m ..Soloist Jean Kerr
(pianist) nd Karen Richardson (sopra o) will provide additional ent rtainment for the
afternoon. Marvin Mutchnik
will per£ m at the banquet.
The Symphonic choir will
present :ln 8 p. m. choral concert as the grand finale of the
day's music festivities.
GEOGRAPHY-GEOLOGY
GROUP SLATES
SPEAKER FROM WSU

· The Geography-Geology club
members will host Dr. and
Mrs. Willis B. Merriam, · WSU
department of geogra•p hy, at
their meeting April 19, at 7:30
p. m. in the Vashon room.
Color slides on Western
Europe from Rome to Copenhagen will' be shown.
The Merriams have led summer field trip groups to this
area the past two summers:
and will go again this summer.
Dr. Merriam, formerly on
the Eastern staff before World
War II, has a reputation as a
geographer and speaker, a
spokesman for the group noted. He has travelled widely in
western Europe.
· A few reservations remain
open if ·anyone wishes to take
the tour this summer.

I

Ra re Data Given
EWSC Library

Three rare and valuable sets
of tables and data issued by
the American Petroleum Institute Research Project 44 have
been given to the Eastern
Washington State College library.
Leon E. Whitinger, EWSC director of library service, said
one set coniists of tables of
physical and thermodynamic
properties, comprising 2135
sheets. The other sets are 2363
sheets on infra-red spectral
data and 883 sheets on ultraviolet spectral data.

Support Your
Campus Chest

Virginia Baker Wins
Tau Beta Sigma Post
Virginia Baker was voted
new president of Gamma Beta
chapter of Tau Beta Sigma in
elections held April 3. Sonya
Patzowski is the new vice president; Marie George, treasurer;
and Phyllis Papineau, secretary.
Three new pledges, Wanda
Knnzler, Phyllis Papineau and
Sonya Patzkowski, received the
two final degrees of initiation
March 29.
CHOIR TO TOUR

Chelan, Omak, Moses Lake,
·w cnatchee, Ellensburg, Yakima and Pasco will be stops
along Eastern's Symphonic
choir spring tour.
Along this route the choir
will conduct concerts at the
high schools and junior colleges in the areas. They will also
perform at Central in Ellensburg.
The program includes music
of the church, folk
songs
around the world, and music
of our contemporaries. An additional feature of the program will be numbers by the
Collegians and selections by
both the women's and men's
quartets.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROF.
LEADS COMMITTEE

Demos Jo Di·scuss
Algeria Problem

Dr. Robertson, a member of
Foreign Language department,
will act as chairman of a committee which will report on
Young Democrats will look
evaluation of the f-0reign lang- at Algeria at their regular
uage p.nogram in the elementary school in the states of meeting scheduled tonight at
Montana, Idaho, Oregon and 7:30 p. m. in the Capri room.
Dr. Morse, a member of the
Washington, and Alberta and
EWSC
social studies division,
British Columbia, Canada.
will
lead
the discussion of
Dr. Robertson and members
of his committee will form a "Algeria-Past and Present."
All interested students and
panel and be part of the profaculty
members are urged to
gram scheduled for instructattend,
a spokesman for the
ors who will be attending t he
group
said.
Pacific Northwest conference
of foreign language teachers.
The three-day event will be
held April 12 through 14 on
the campus of Portland State
College.

Caulield Elected
SW'EA.President

Rogeri Harman
1

Heads Psych~ Club
Roger Harman was elected
president of Eastern's Psychology club in elections held April
4. Richard Jacks is the new
vice president; Darlene Franks,
secretary; Brick Cortner, social
chairman; and Keith Armstrong,· historian.

Hal Caufield was elected
president of Eastern's SWEA
in elections held April 3. The
new slate of officers includes
Rolene Fox, vice president;
Charlette Pare, secret ary; Linda Knapp, treasurer; and Marilyn Storke, publicity chairman.
Officers-elect as well as present officers will attend the
state conference of EWEA on
the PLU campus in Tacoma
April 21.

Girl Watcher's Guide·
Presented by Pall Mall Famous Cigarettes

!

said the squirrel

''Why don't
they invent
an electric
nut cracker''

The sign of the omoteur

11§.@@@~ ~

0

The importanee of head control

We are told that bird watchers, who always take notes
while they watch, are able to keep one eye on the bird
and one eye on the notebook. Eye dexterity of this type
is also a great asset to the girl watcher. It enables him to
watch two girls at the same time, even when the girls are
sitting on opposite sides of a classroom. The beginner,

who must watch the girls one at a time in a situation of
this type, must learn to restrict his movements to the eyebaHs. The girl watcher never moves his head. Undue
head-turning, particularly if it is accompanied by shouts
or whistles, is the sign of the amateur. (If you want something to shout about, try a Pan Mall!)

Maybe they haven't invented on electric nutcracker, Mr. Squirrel, but
did you know there ore
over 42 modern conveniences in the home mode
possible by your "Reddy"
servant with low-cost

WWP electricity?

THE WASHINGTON

WHY BE AN AMATEUR?
JOIN THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF GIRL WATCHERS NOW!
FREE MEMBERSHIP CARD. Visit the editorial office of
this publication for a free membership card in the world's
only society devoted to ctiscreet, but relentless, girl watch•
ing. Constitution of the society on reverse side of card.

This ad based on the book~ "The Girl Watcher's Guide." Te;,ct:
Copyright by Donald J. Sauers. Drawings: Copyright by Eldon
[)edini. Reprinted by permission of Harper & Brothers.

Pall Malls
natural mildness
is so good
to your taste !
So smooth, so satisfying,
so downright smokeable!

WATER POWER CO.
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